






Alan Chambers MBE

Awarded the MBE at 32 for determination and leadership in adversity and
author of best selling business book “Lead Yourself to Success”. Alan has
conducted many polar expeditions and used his knowledge to inspire the
England rugby and cricket teams to success.

Wayne Hoyle

Wayne is a highly decorated former UK Special Forces Officer; he also spent a 
number of years serving with US SEAL Team VI. He was involved in every
major conflict since the mid-80s’ and combatted terrorism, insurgencies and 
organised crime during a career spanning more than 30 years.

Lewis Moody MBE

Former England rugby captain Lewis Moody MBE will go down in history as 
one of England’s finest and most charismatic players. Winning 71 caps during 
an international career spanning over a decade. Lewis has won every piece of 
silverware on the international stage, including the Rugby World Cup in 2003. 
In 2014 Lewis launched The Lewis Moody Foundation, which supports families 
affected by the devastating diagnosis of a brain tumour.

Dr. Paul Thomas

Known as the BBC ‘Business Doctor’, Paul is an internationally recognised
leadership expert and the author of the ground-breaking book ‘Leadership 
from the Frontline’. Among his many achievements is a global leadership
project involving 19 countries.

Andy McCann

A human performance specialist and Visiting Professor at Manchester
Metropolitan University, Andy works with political and business leaders, the 
armed forces, world leading athletes and charitable organisations.
He’s also a leading authority on sleep disorders.

Jason Fox

A Royal Marine Commando at 16, Jason went on to join Special Forces. He’s a 
combat swimmer, demolitions expert and jungle survival expert, as well as a 
successful TV presenter and co-author of ‘SAS: Who Dares Wins: Leadership 
Secrets from the Special Forces’.

Ann Daniels

One of the first women in history to reach the North and South Poles as part of 
all women teams, and described by the Daily Telegraph “as one of the top 20 
Great British Adventurers of all times...”

Chloe Bruce

Chloe is a former World Champion in martial arts, and also a stunt
woman in movies such as the Star Wars series. More recently she has become 
a strength and flexibility coach and has set up her own World Class training 
academy entitled Chloe Bruce Academy. 
















